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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16: "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but
rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made manifest by the light: for
whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and
arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not
as fools, but as wise, Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines:
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a sense of guilt.
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard against
surprise or danger.
Matthew 24:24: "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."
II Corinthians 2:11: "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not ignorant of his
devices."
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble themselves,
and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then will I hear from heaven,
and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."
Psa 89:6 For who in the heaven can be compared unto the LORD? who among the sons of the
mighty can be likened unto the LORD?
Psa 89:7 God is greatly to be feared in the assembly of the saints, and to be had in reverence
of all them that are about him.
Psa 89:8 O LORD God of hosts, who is a strong LORD like unto thee? or to thy faithfulness
round about thee?
Psa 89:9 Thou rulest the raging of the sea: when the waves thereof arise, thou stillest them.
Psa 89:10 …thou hast scattered thine enemies with thy strong arm.
Psa 89:11 The heavens are thine, the earth also is thine: as for the world and the fulness
thereof, thou hast founded them…

Psa 89:13 Thou hast a mighty arm: strong is thy hand, and high is thy right hand.
Psa 89:14 Justice and judgment are the habitation of thy throne: mercy and truth shall go
before thy face.
Psa 89:15 Blessed is the people that know the joyful sound: they shall walk, O LORD, in the
light of thy countenance.
Psa 89:16 In thy name shall they rejoice all the day: and in thy righteousness shall they be
exalted.
Psa 89:17 For thou art the glory of their strength: and in thy favour our horn shall be exalted.
Psa 89:18 For the LORD is our defence; and the Holy One of Israel is our king.

What Is Not Being Said Publicly: Ebola Virus’s Hyper-Evolution is Unprecedented… Could Go
Airborne
Posted By Mac Slavo | SHTFPlan.com On September 14, 2014--The last several months have led
to much confusion about the spread of the Ebola virus. Health officials and governments first denied
that a serious threat existed and took no significant action to prevent its spread outside of West
Africa. Then, after it had made it’s way to six different countries in the region, officials at the
World Health Organization and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control started to panic. Apathy
gave way to the real fear that we were facing a virus on a whole different scale than ever
before.
At its current rate, some mathematical models show that the virus could infect anywhere from 20,000
to 100,000 by the end of the year, with over 4,000 people worldwide having been infected thus far.
About 2,300 people, over 50% of those who have contracted it, have died.
Although the CDC released a recent report warning travelers that the virus
could leave infectious material in the air, they were careful to say that it was not capable of
spreading like other airborne viruses such as the common cold or flu.
But, with the way the virus has mutated and spread thus far, to say that the world’s top medical
professionals and health officials are worried would be an understatement. Ebola has infected more
humans in the last 9 months than all previous outbreaks over the last 40 years combined. The
concern, according to officials, is that it has had an opportunity to mutate and it could eventually go
airborne. What is not getting said publicly, despite briefings and discussions in the inner
circles of the world’s public health agencies, is that we are in totally uncharted waters.
There are two possible future chapters to this story:
The first possibility is that the Ebola virus spreads from West Africa to megacities in other regions of
the developing world. This outbreak is very different from the 19 that have occurred in Africa over the
past 40 years. It is much easier to control Ebola infections in isolated villages. But there has been a
300 percent increase in Africa’s population over the last four decades, much of it in large city slums.
What happens when an infected person yet to become ill travels by plane to Lagos, Nairobi, Kinshasa
or Mogadishu — or even Karachi, Jakarta, Mexico City or Dhaka?
The second possibility is one that virologists are loath to discuss openly, but are definitely considering
in private: that an Ebola virus could mutate to become transmissible through the air.
The current Ebola virus’s hyper-evolution is unprecedented; there has been more human-tohuman transmission in the past four months than most likely occurred in the last 500 to 1,000
years. Each new infection represents millions of throws of the genetic dice.
Source: New York Times
In the event of the Ebola virus going airborne, research models show that it would quickly spread to
all corners of the globe, infecting and killing millions.
U.S. hospitals are already preparing intake areas in case the virus hits home and a
Congressional report released earlier this year says that Ebola detection kits and mobile
response facilities have been deployed to National Guard units in all fifty states.
Thus, while the public remains oblivious to the seriousness of the threat, the government is rapidly
ramping up preparations.
However, it may all be for naught should the current Ebola strains become transmissable by air. In
such an event millions will contract the virus and the medical systems in the United States will be
overwhelmed.
This leaves prevention on an individual scale the only viable strategy. Tess Pennington, author
of The Prepper’s Blueprint, recommends that every family prepare a sick room and stock up
on some essential pandemic preparedness supplies (not just for Ebola but any potential
contagion outbreak in the future).
The very basic considerations in such a scenario should include methods of quarantining
those suspected of having contracted an illness and protective equipment for those providing

treatment. These items are recommended N-100 respirator masks, Tyvek body
suits, protective eyewear, gloves and shoe coverings.
Moreover, should such an event grip the world, millions of people would be in panic mode. Normal
systems of commerce would likely break down, leaving many without food, clean water, and power.
Thus, preparing for a scenario where the world as we know it literally comes to a screeching halt is
also important to consider.
Experts: Ebola Could Go Airborne, Kill Millions
Play: http://youtu.be/wgCJEnEzsGo
The Audio above covers the information below:
A top German virologist has caused shockwaves by asserting that it’s too late to halt the spread
of Ebola in Sierra Leone and Liberia and that five million people will die, noting that efforts
should now be focused on stopping the transmission of the virus to other countries.
Jonas Schmidt-Chanasit of the Bernhard Nocht Institute for Tropical Medicine in Hamburg told
Germany’s Deutsche Welle that hope is all but lost for the inhabitants of Sierra Leone and Liberia and
that the virus will only “burn itself out” when it has infected the entire population and killed five million
people.
“The right time to get this epidemic under control in these countries has been missed,” said SchmidtChanasit. “That time was May and June. “Now it is too late.”
While calling for “massive help” from the international community to prevent Ebola appearing in other
countries like Nigeria and Senegal, Schmidt-Chanasit warns that getting a grip on the epidemic in
Liberia and Sierra Leone is a departure from reality.
The World Health Organization refused to comment on Schmidt-Chanasit’s remarks.
Although Ebola continues to rage in five African countries, media coverage of the epidemic has
waned, despite evidence that the virus has mutated.
As we reported last month, former FDA official Scott Gottlieb, M.D. warned that if the virus was to hit
the United States, the CDC would enact emergency procedures which could lead to healthy
Americans who show no symptoms of the diseased being forcibly detained for an indefinite period of
time.
UPDATE: After this article was published, the “5 million” quote from the original Deutsche Welle
report was removed and the headline was changed. The original text can be read here. It is not
known why Deutsche Welle changed the wording of the report without issuing a formal retraction.
After my report, Deutsche Welle changed their headline and removed the '5 million dead' quote from
their article. pic.twitter.com/hPFpByxKPb
US State Dept Orders 160,000 Ebola HAZMAT Suits – What Do They Know That We Don’t
Know?

According to this new press release excerpted below from Lakeland Industries, released just hours
ago, the US State Department has just ordered 160,000 Ebola HAZMAT suits, leading many to
ask the question: What does the US State Department knows that we don’t know?
RONKONKOMA, N.Y., Sept. 12, 2014 /PRNewswire/ – Lakeland Industries, Inc. (LAKE) (a leading
global manufacturer of industrial protective clothing for industry, municipalities, healthcare and first
responders on the federal, state and local levels) today announced the global availability of its
protective apparel for use in handling the Ebola virus.
“Lakeland stands ready to join the fight against the spread of Ebola,” said Christopher J. Ryan,
President and Chief Executive Officer of Lakeland Industries. “We understand the difficulty of getting
appropriate products through a procurement system that in times of crisis favors availability over
specification, and we hope our added capacity will help alleviate that problem. With the U.S. State
Department alone putting out a bid for 160,000 suits, we encourage all protective apparel companies
to increase their manufacturing capacity for sealed seam garments so that our industry can do its part
in addressing this threat to global health.
Sierra Leone Set to Spread Ebola To Everyone, Door to Door Nationwide Next Weekend
Friday, September 12, 2014
"The Government of Sierra Leone has announced plans to conduct a three-day door-to-door
nationwide public awareness campaign from Friday September 19 to Sunday September 21. The
goal of this “House to House Ebola Talk” is to educate people about EVD and identify cases. As
such, all individuals in Sierra Leone are being asked to remain in their residence during this three
day period so they may be reached by the volunteer teams."
Unless these door to door "volunteers" are wearing Full Biological Containment Suits and then
burning them after each household visit, this door to door visit plan by Sierra Leone sounds more like
a way to ensure that their entire population is exposed to Ebola.
The only way Sierra Leone's plan makes any real sense is if they believe the majority of the country
has already been exposed to Ebola and will become ill soon. As such, they would need to keep
the population off the streets as a logistical precursor to stage some sort of large scale
mobilization / quarantineEdited to add:
And since it looks like (see below) this effort is going to be aided by 165 Cuban health care
workers, there's a reasonable chance that this will be a route for Ebola into the Caribbean &
South America.
Sources: Security Message for U.S. Citizens: Freedown (Sierra Leone), Nationwide Ebola Virus
Disease Information Campaign
Statement by Dr. Roberto Morales Ojeda, Minister of Public Health of the Republic of Cuba, at
a press conference in the World Health Organization. Geneva, September 12, 2014
Pandemic Preparedness Episode 2 now released at BioDefense.com - get prepared for the
Ebola explosion
Episode 2 shares powerful truths like:
- How humanity has created the "perfect storm" for a global pandemic wipeout
- Why modern medicine is utterly clueless about shoring up personal defenses against
infectious disease
- How many prescription medications suppress immune function and make people more
vulnerable to pandemic infections
- Why the entire infrastructure that supports your life is also vulnerable to disruptions caused
by a pandemic outbreak
- How Ebola survives on surfaces, and it can't be easily killed with antibacterial wipes
- Why municipal water systems can be easily contaminated
- How a pandemic can shut down an urban infrastructure virtually overnight
- Why martial law is often declared during a pandemic
- Why you may be ordered to "shelter in place" as has already happened in Africa

- The truth about how most people are 100% dependent on the very infrastructure that will fail
in a severe pandemic
- Why if you live in a city, you need a realistic evacuation plan
- How these preparedness strategies will also protect you against power grid failures or
nuclear war
- Why preparedness is the ultimate expression of optimism
Listen to episode 2 at www.BioDefense.com
Disclaimer: It is your constitutional right to educate yourself in the arena of health and medical knowledge, to seek helpful information and make use of
it for the benefit of you and your family. You are the one responsible for your own health. In order to make decisions in all health matters, you must
educate yourself. The views and nutritional advice expressed by Dr. Scott Johnson are not intended to be a substitute for conventional medicine. If you
have a severe medical condition, see a competent physician. I do not claim to "cure" disease, my goal is to help you to make physical and nutritional
changes in your own body so that your body can heal itself.

Update From Invive Silver: (Comment: I recommend you print this whole section below)
The 10,000 PPM is MANDATORY, meaning the correct protocol in a life and death situation
where death is “IMMINENT” within 72 hours. If you do not think you will die in 72 hours, then
take the 5,000 PPM. Some Ebola patients die in 48 hours and some die in 21 days. If you are
already bleeding from orifice, then the Ebola has advanced and you MUST use the 10,000
PPM.
Tell your people: Ebola Can kill within 48 hours to 21 days,
It takes a minimum of 3 days to ship the Invive from our factory because our Manufacturing is
in a small town where it is delayed by USPS for 1 day; for the Silver to travel to the Airport in
the next larger City. That is why we ship Priority, because if we shipped Express overnight it
would “still” take 2-3 days to arrive. In the case of a worst case Ebola infection by the time the
Silver is delivered to them in 3 days, they could be dead.
So they must purchase in advance and have the silver on hand to be safe. That is just a plain
actual fact.
I myself have 3 bottles of 10,000 PPM with me wherever I am/travel.
That is barely enough meaning the minimum to attack the Ebola, while waiting for more silver
to arrive.
So they should have at least 3 bottles of 10,000 stockpiled in advance. (Assuming the USPS
trucks are still running during an Ebola outbreak and that the Cities are not locked down with
no one allowed to enter or leave, including the Courier Trucks.
-----------------------------------------EBOLA
(Note 5000ppm is mentioned here but in an advanced case 10,000ppm should be used-see
above for more clarification)
Invive 5000ppm Mild Silver Protein ++ When combating an advancing presentation of Ebola
within the subject individual, it is “MANDATORY” to maintain a “STEADY STATE” of Silver in
your bloodstream every 4 hours = 6 times per day for adults of 120 lbs and up, (but reduced
for children via percentage of their bodyweight in relation to 120 lbs.).
"UPDATED '2014' PROTOCOL"
1) If you have been (or suspect you have been) exposed to Ebola take this dosage:
*** 5,000 ppm 5 cc/1tsp. 4 times a day or every 6 hours.
2) If you are starting to display symptoms take this dosage:
*** 10,000 ppm 5 cc/1tsp. 4 times a day or every 6 hours.
3) If you are in full blown Ebola symptoms going to terminal take this dosage:
*** 10,000 ppm 5cc/1 tsp of 10,000 every hour.
Go to: http://www.dr-johnson.com/
Note: Selenium has been found to be almost totally depleted from the soils where Ebola is
prevalent in Africa and has been found to be very helpful in the prevention of Ebola.
I recommend: Selenium - 90 tablets See below and far below
------------------------

Computational genomic analysis of hemorrhagic fever viruses. Viral selenoproteins as a
potential factor in pathogenesis: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9152513
They talk about Ebola being a “viral selenoprotein” and “Biosynthesis of this protein could
impose an unprecedented selenium demand on the host, potentially, leading to severe lipid
peroxidation and cell membrane destruction, and contributing to hemorrhagic symptoms.” It
is well documented that selenium plays a significant role in the regulation of blood clotting via
its effects on the thromboxane/prostacyclin ratio, and effects on the complement system.
From: ADVANTAGE INTERNATIONAL
To: drjohnson@ix.netcom.com
Subject: Fw: Vitamin C & the Ebola treatment - trade fear for knowledge
Importance: High
In addition to the Invive Silver, a Ebola patients would benefit from high doses of Vitamin C.
The Invive Silver stops the Ebola Virus, but you MUST put the Vitamin C back in their body,
that the Ebola has taken away.
Again for clarity: The INVIVE Medical Journal Silver wipes out/eradicates the Ebola Virus but
excerpt: Here is what Ebola does that is fatal: It causes the complete removal of all vitamin C
from the body. No one actually knows what mechanism is involved in doing this, other than a
malfunction that is not permanently destructive to whatever is triggered to remove all vitamin
C. All the researchers know is that vitamin C drops to zero and all the symptoms of ebola are
consistent with a complete loss of vitamin C.
------------------------------------------From the report at: http://jimstonefreelance.com/ we read:
The actual way ebola kills is by causing a severe cytokine release in blood vessel walls, which
if already irritated by a viral assault, will rupture from the irritation caused by a strong
cytokine release. With regard to ebola, the exact cytokine is called IL-6, which is inhibited by
41 percent with adequate vitamin C present. This means, that from this mode of action alone,
vitamin C will reduce the impact of ebola by 41 percent. If you combine this with the fact that
vitamin C will strengthen the blood vessel walls as well, the two ways vitamin C helps will
work in combination to prevent death from ebola, especially if ebola, which removes all
vitamin C weakens the blood vessel walls by removing vitamin C to begin with.
-----------------------------------Comment: So taking a true, natural, vitamin C is a major factor in fighting off Ebola especially
considering Ebola chief action of fatality is causing the blood vessels to rupture through the
body where you bleed out of every orifice. Vitamin C (full spectrum source with the
bioflavonoids, from a plant source) strengthens the blood vessels.
I highly recommend: Vitamin C-400 - 180 tablets or C Complete Powder 81 G
Gates Foundation now funding Ebola vaccine development that might be forced upon us all
(NaturalNews) The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation has now stepped up to donate $50 million
in emergency funds to propagate (sorry I mean to battle) Ebola. This is the most they have
ever donated in response to a health emergency. It follows a report from researchers at
Oxford University that the virus could eventually be spread like wildlife to 22 African
countries.
However, there's one problem with the effort -- the Gates Foundation is funding research into
a new Ebola vaccine that everyone would be forced to take.
Fear appears to be driving the push for a cure, however. As reported by Bloomberg
Businessweek: What makes Ebola so frightening is the fact that there are no easy fixes: no
vaccines, no cure, and no easy way to contain it--the disease might also be transmitted by
bats and chimpanzees.
Indeed, the mysterious nature and rapid spread of Ebola has rattled health experts and
professionals alike from all over the world. Experts from a number of global and national

health organizations like the WHO and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, as
well as Doctors Without Borders, a health activist group that provides free medical care to
economically deprived regions of the world, are all sounding alarm bells. They want a massive
global response to the outbreak, but that has yet to happen.
As for Ebola treatments, the CDC says on its website that the experimental drug ZMapp has
been developed but has not yet been tested on humans. But as Natural News has reported,
the drug actually has been tested -- on a sickened Liberian doctor -- but it failed:
According to Lewis Brown, Liberia's Information Minister, Dr. Abraham Borbor seemed to be
improving after being given ZMapp but suddenly "took a turn for the worse," calling into
question the effectiveness of the experimental drug.
Ebola vaccine trial to start soon
Play: http://www.cnn.com/video/data/2.0/video/us/2014/08/28/erin-intv-gupta-ebola-vaccinetrials.cnn.html
Ebola vaccine to be manufactured by criminal drug company with felony record; rushed to
market with near-zero safety testing
(NaturalNews) While the world of conventional medicine lines up to profit from the Ebola panic, there
is no mention anywhere in the mainstream media of the criminal corporation behind the Ebola
vaccine.
GlaxoSmithKline, now being celebrated by the pro-pharma press, is the same company that
also has a proven criminal record of bribing physicians and knowingly distributing misleading
information about the safety of their drug products.
Just two years ago, GSK plead guilty to felony crimes in the United States and was forced to pay an
historical $3 billion fine for committing those crimes. After paying the fine, GSK was then exempted
from normal rules regarding criminal enterprise, allowing it to continue conducting business with the
federal government.
"Global health care giant GlaxoSmithKline LLC (GSK) agreed to plead guilty and to pay $3 billion to
resolve its criminal and civil liability arising from the company's unlawful promotion of certain
prescription drugs, its failure to report certain safety data, and its civil liability for alleged false price
reporting practices, the Justice Department announced today," says a U.S. Department of Justice
press release.
As Natural News reported in 2012:
A roughly nine-year federal investigation has exposed GSK's rampant abuse of the law by
illegally marketing drugs, forging drug safety data, bribing doctors to promote dangerous and
expensive drugs, ripping off Medicare and Medicaid, and lying about the effectiveness and
safety of drugs. And all this deception has generated tens of billions of dollars in profits for
GSK over the years, while thousands of patients who used the drug products involved have
suffered horrific side effects and even death.
Now this same company that admitted committing multiple felony crimes is going to lead the
development of the Ebola vaccine.
As CNBC reports: (1) "A clinical trial of an experimental vaccine against the deadly Ebola virus is set
to start shortly, according to British drugmaker GlaxoSmithKline, which is co-developing the product
with U.S. scientists."
We also know that the vaccine will not be tested for anything other than short-term side
effects. This is all part of the "rush to market" for Big Pharma to profit from Ebola as quickly
as possible. Comment: Think “I am Legend”
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----------------------------------------------A headline in the Daily Mail declares "World Health Organisation says vaccine could be 'rushed
through'..." (2)
That same story goes on to report, "the WHO said a potential vaccine for the Ebola virus is being
tested on humans and could be ready for widespread use by early 2015."
Doing the math here, if the Ebola vaccine clinical trials start in September of 2014 and the
vaccine is manufactured and distributed to the public by "early 2015," this leaves virtually
zero time for observing vaccine side effects.
Manufacturing the vaccine in large quantities, after all, takes many months. If this vaccine is to be
available to the public in early 2015, they will have to start manufacturing it as early as
October 2014, roughly just one month after the vaccine trials begin.
Keep in mind that in the United States, vaccine manufacturers have zero liability for the
damage and death caused by their products. Due to a literal Act of Congress, all vaccine
manufacturers are able to abandon all safety testing and knowingly sell faulty, deadly
products with zero risk of liability.
This was all set up by design to make sure vaccine manufacturers could enjoy record profits
while having zero liability for producing faulty products that harm children and adults. This is
the reason why mercury is still used in flu vaccines which are injected into children -- a fact
which I have scientifically proven in the Natural News Forensic Food Labs using ICP-MS
instrumentation.
This total immunity means there is no incentive for adequate safety testing of an Ebola vaccine.
The company has the same liability (zero) whether they test the vaccine or not. Their goal is to SELL
the vaccine, not to make sure it's safe and effective. Time spent on conducting rigorous clinical trials
with long-term observations simply isn't part of the "Sell! Sell! Sell!" business plan of today's vaccine
manufacturers. Their current business slogan? "Every pandemic is an opportunity for profit." And with
blanket immunity from all product liability, who needs safety testing?
Vaccine manufacturers routinely rely on scientific fraud. Here's additional information you
need to know about vaccine fraud, originally published in this article on Natural News:
According to two Merck scientists who filed a False Claims Act complaint in 2010 -- a
complaint which has just now been unsealed -- vaccine manufacturer Merck knowingly
falsified its mumps vaccine test data, spiked blood samples with animal antibodies, sold a
vaccine that actually promoted mumps and measles outbreaks, and ripped off governments





and consumers who bought the vaccine thinking it was "95% effective."
See that False Claims Act document at: http://www.naturalnews.com/gallery/documents...
• The Merck vaccine fraud has been going on since the late 1990's, say the Merck virologists.
• The testing of Merck's vaccine was never done against "real-world" mumps viruses in the
wild. Instead, test results were simply falsified to achieve the desired outcome.
• This entire fraud took place "with the knowledge, authority and approval of Merck's senior
management."
• Merck scientists "witnessed firsthand the improper testing and data falsification in which
Merck engaged to artificially inflate the vaccine's efficacy findings," according to court
documents.
Sources for this article include:
(1) http://www.cnbc.com/id/101909486
(2) http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2721...
(3) http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2012/July/12-c...
From: KS
Subject: 1992 NEW YORKER MAGAZINE ARTICLE DESCRIBES EBOLA AS CAUSING
'ZOMBIE-LIKE' SYMPTOMS
1992 NEW YORKER MAGAZINE ARTICLE DESCRIBES EBOLA AS CAUSING 'ZOMBIE-LIKE'
SYMPTOMS: http://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/takes-richard-preston-ebola
The current status of Ebola makes one wonder if they were telegraphing their future moves
when the CDC/FEMA put out their “Zombie Apocalypse” information back in 2011:
https://www.fema.gov/blog/2011-05-19/cdc-preparedness-101-zombie-apocalypse
But then updated over the years, here’s the latest: http://www.cdc.gov/phpr/zombies.htm
Feds Would Exercise Draconian Emergency Powers If Ebola Hits U.S.
July 31, 2014--Federal health authorities could exercise authoritarian powers to control an
Ebola outbreak if the deadly disease hits the United States under the Model State Emergency
Health Powers Act, legislation passed in the wake of 9/11 which attracted controversy at the
time for its draconian scope.
The Model State Emergency Health Powers Act, drafted during the 2001 anthrax attacks, has since
been adopted in whole or in part by 33 states. The Association of American Physicians and Surgeons
warned that the legislation “could turn governors into dictators,” while constitutional lawyer Phyllis
Schlafly labeled it “an unprecedented assault on the constitutional rights of the American people.”
Describing the legislation as a “threat to fundamental rights,” the Heritage Foundation
summarized a list of ways the law would be applied in the event of a public health emergency
being declared.
Under the legislation, public health authorities and governors would rely on expanded police
powers to;
- Force individuals suspected of harboring an “infectious disease” to undergo medical
examinations.
- Track and share an individual’s personal health information, including genetic information.
- Force persons to be vaccinated, treated, or quarantined for infectious diseases.
- Mandate that all health care providers report all cases of persons who harbor any illness or
health condition that may be caused by an epidemic or an infectious agent and might pose a
“substantial risk” to a “significant number of people or cause a long-term disability.” (Note:
Neither “substantial risk” nor “significant number” are defined in the draft.)
- Force pharmacists to report any unusual or any increased prescription rates that may be
caused by epidemic diseases.
- Preempt existing state laws, rules and regulations, including those relating to privacy,
medical licensure, and–this is key–property rights.

- Control public and private property during a public health emergency, including
pharmaceutical manufacturing plants, nursing homes, other health care facilities, and
communications devices.
- Mobilize all or any part of the “organized militia into service to the state to help enforce the
state’s orders.”
- Ration firearms, explosives, food, fuel and alcoholic beverages, among other commodities.
- Impose fines and penalties to enforce their orders.
As we highlighted yesterday, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) has measures in
place for dealing with an outbreak of a communicable disease which allow for the quarantine of “well
persons” who “do not show symptoms” of the disease.
http://www.infowars.com/feds-would-exercise-draconian-emergency-powers-if-ebola-hits-us/print

